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90° Filter 1.914.533 

  This active 90° filter is used to form a monophonic signal from the left and 
right channel of stereo signals. Simple mixing of the left and right channel 
will not produce a mono signal of satisfactory quality, but results in an em-
phasis of the center information. By summing the stereo signals in a 90° 
phase-shifted manner, this undesirable effect can be avoided. 

 
  The 90° filter consists of two all-pass filter chains, producing a uniform 

90° phase difference across the whole audio range. The left and the right 
stereo signals are each passed through one of these filters and added at the 
filter’s output. Doubling of equally-phased signal components as well as 
canceling of opposite-phased components is thus avoided. 

 
  The filter circuits are of unbalanced configuration. For this reason a sum-

ming circuit usually consists of two high-level amplifiers with balanced in-
puts (1.914.502), one 90° filter, and one high-level output amplifier 
(1.914.501), all accommodated on one MSC motherboard, as shown in the 
diagram above. 

 
  The gain of this combination can be adjusted. A correlated stereo input of 

equal level in both channels will provide a mono signal of identical level. 
With only one input channel (left or right), the mono output level will be 
lower by 3 dB. 

 
  Since the 90° filter with its input and output cards can be realized on a 

single, Euro-card size MSC motherboard, it can possibly be combined with 
other Audio Components, such as limiters and isolation amplifiers. Such 
stereo-to-mono combinations are in use at various radio stations to feed the 
stereo programs to the monophonic AM-transmitter in a correctly summed 
manner. 
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Technical Specifications 

Input: Max. level +20 dBu 
 Impedance 4 kΩ 
 
Output: Max. level +20 dBu 
 Impedance 6.8 kΩ 
 Frequency response 30 Hz...16 kHz, ±0.3 dB 
 Phase 90° ±3°; 30 Hz...16 kHz 
 THD ≤ –80 dB 
 Noise < –95 dBu 
 
Supply:  ±15 V (18 mA idling) 
 
Dimensions:  MS-card, 34 × 85 mm 
 
Ordering Information:  90° filter stereo/mono 1.914.533.xx 
 
 






